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1. Introduction 
L. REDEl has introduced in his paper [1] 1) the holomorphs of a ring. 
He has constructed the ringtheoretical analogues of the characteristic 
subgroups and of the holomorph of a group, which are closely connected 
to one another. Moreover, REDEl gives several analogues of well-known 
theorems for groups in [1]. 
In the theory of the holomorphs of a ring new problems arise besides 
of the analogues of the theorems for groups. These problems are a conse-
quence of the fact, that a ring has its own structure. For instance, the 
theory of the holomorphs of a ring is not quite analogous to the corre-
sponding theory of a group, while a ring- contrary to the uniqueness of 
the holomorph of a group -has more holomorphs in general. So one can 
pose the problem to determine all rings which have orie holomorph. 
L. REDEl has proved in [1], that the rings with unit element have this 
property. 
In this paper a set of rings will be discussed, which includes the rings 
with unit element, such that all rings of the set have one holomorph. 
However, I can only give a sufficient condition, that the rings have one 
holomorph. I have succeeded, however, in expanding the set of rings 
with unit element. Besides of the rings, called under (a), (b) (Theorem 1), 
our class includes also the regular rings of von Neumann, (J. VON 
NEUMANN, On regular rings, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. vol. 22 (1936) 
pp. 707-713). A ringS is a regular ring, if for each element ex of S there 
exists an element e such that exeex =ex. Obviously, a regular ring has one 
holomorph by Theorem 1. 
J. SzENDREl has given in his paper [2] a necessary and sufficient 
condition that the holomorph of a ring is unique and commutative. 
In fact, his criterium holds only for commutative rings. If a ring S has 
one commutative holomorph, then S is commutative. There exist, how-
ever, rings, which are not commutative and have one holomorph only 
(which is not commutative); f.i. the non-commutative rings with unit 
element. In Theorem 2 we give a necessary and sufficient condition that 
the holomorphs of a ring are commutative. In general, the commutativity 
1 ) The nun1bers in the brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of the 
paper. 
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of Sis necessary, but not sufficient. But for the rings of Theorem 1 the 
commutativity of S implies commutativity of the holomorph of S. 
(Theorem 3). Perhaps if a ring has one holomorph and the ring is 
commutative, then the holomorph is also commutative. I cannot give 
here a counter-example. An example of a ring, which satisfies Theorem 1 
and is commutative, is furnished by the rings S, for which £X2 =£X for 
every £XES. In his fundamental paper on Boolean rings, STONE showed 
that a Boolean ring, that is, a ring S with the property that £X2 =£X for 
every element £X of S, is necessarily commutative. Obviously such a 
ring S has one commutative holomorph. (M. H. STONE, The theory of 
representations for Boolean algebras, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 40 
(1936) pp. 37-111). In his paper: Structure theory for algebraic algebras 
of bounded degree, Ann. of Math. vol. 46 (1945) pp. 695-707, JACOBSON 
has shown that if for each element a of a ring R there exists an integer 
n(a)>1, depending on a, such that a"<al=a, then R is commutative. 
(See also A. FoRSYTHE and N. H. McCoY, On the commutativity of 
certain rings, Bull. of the Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 52 (1946) pp. 523-526). 
A ring R, which satisfies the condition of Jacobson, also satisfies the 
condition of Theorem 1, as n(a)> 1, and therefore such a ring R has 
one commutative holomorph. 
We will remark, that the condition of Theorem 1 can be replaced by 
the condition, that every element of S can be written as a sum of products, 
as follows from the case (b) for products of two elements. 
In Theorem 4 we give again a necessary and sufficient condition, that 
the holomorphs of a ring are commutative, but now in terms of the 
Schreier extension theory fol' rings. With the aid of this theorem, one 
can generalize a result of ·SzENDREI in [5]. 
2. Double homothetisms 
Let S denote an associative ring with elements 0, £X, {J, .... 
For an arbitrary double mapping a of S into itself, let a£X, £Xa be the 
two images of £X, such that a consists of the two mappings: 
£X --* a£X, £X --* £Xa (£X E S). 
In particular, the double mapping e, defined by £X--* e£X=£X, £X--* £Xe=£X 
is the identical double mapping of S and: £X --* 0£X = 0, £X --* £X0 = 0 is the 
trivial double mapping of S into itself. 
In the set of these double mappings one defines the sum a+b as that 
element of the set, for which 
(1) (a+b)£X=a£X+b£X and £X(a+b)=£Xa+£Xb holds. 
For the product ab one defines likewise: 
(2) (ab)£X=a(b1X) and £X(ab)=(£Xa)b. 
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Definition: A double homothetism of S is a double mapping a ofS 
into itself with the properties : 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
a( IX+ {3) = a1X+af3, (IX+ f3)a= <Xa+ f3a, 
a(1X{3) = (aiX ){3, (1Xf3)a = 1X({3a ), 
( IXa ){3 =IX( af3), 
(a1X)a= a(1Xa). 
An arbitrary ring D of related double homothetisms of S is a ring, 
consisting of double mappings of S into itself with the properties (1)-(6) 
and 
(7) (a1X)b=a(1Xb) for all a, bED and IX, f3 E S. 
(Obviously (6) is contained in (7)). 
It is clear, that all double mappings of the form IX___,.. (!IX, IX___,.. IX(! (e E S) 
constitute a ring D0 of related double homothetisms of S, which is called 
the full ring of inner double homothetisms of S. As S is a ring, the 
conditions (1}-(5) and (7) are satisfied. 
According to R:E:DEI [1] every ring of related double homothetisms 
of S is contained in at least one such maximal ring D*. For each of these 
rings D* we define in the set of all pairs (a, IX) (a E D*, IX E S) the addition 
and multiplication as follows: 
(8) 
(9) 
(a, 1X)+(b, f3)=(a+b, 1X+f3), 
(a, 1X)(b, {3)= (ab, 1Xb+af3+1Xf3). 
Thus one obtains a splitting Schreier extension of S by D*, which is 
called the splitting extension of S belonging to D* and is denoted by 
D* oS. 
The splitting extensions of S, D* o S, belonging to the maximal rings 
D* of related double homothetisms of S, are the holomorphs of S. 
Contrary to the uniqueness of the holomorph of a group, one observes, 
that a ring has more holomorphs in general. 
For the construction of the holomorphs of a ring S is essentially the 
determination of all maximal rings D* of related double homothetisms 
of S. Obviously: a ring S has more than one D* (i.e. more than one 
holomorph) if and only if S has two double homothetisms, which are 
not related. 
So· the problem follows to determine all rings, which have one holo-
morph only. L. R:E:DEI [1] has proved, that the rings with unit element 
have only one holomorph. J. SzENDREI [2] has given a necessary and 
sufficient condition that a ring has one commutative holomorph. His 
result is the following: A ring S has one and only one commutative 
holomorph if and only if the condition: 
(10) abiX=IXab (IX ES) 
is satisfied for all double homothetisms a, b of S. 
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3. The holomorph of a ring 
It is possible to generalize the result of Redei and to obtain a class of 
rings, which includes the rings with unit element, such that all rings 
of the class have one holomorph only. In fact, we can prove 
Theorem I : If every element of a ring 8 can be expressed as a 
product of a finite number n(n~ 2) of elements of the ring, then 8 has one 
holomorph. 
Proof: In order to provethe uniqueness of the holomorph of 8, we 
have to show, that two arbitrary double homothetisms a and b of 8 are 
related. For, if this is the case, then all double homothetisms of 8 are 
related, i.e. they form a ring D*, which is the only maximal ring of related 
double homothetisms of 8, consequently 8 has one holomorph D* o 8 only. 
Suppose the arbitrary element lX E 8 can be written as: 
~X=y1y2 ... y .. with Yi E8(i= I, ... , n). Then we have: 
(a~X)b=(ay1y2 ... y .. )b={(ay1)y2 ... y .. }b by {~)= 
(ay1)(Y2 ... y .. b) by (~)=a{yl(Y2 ... Ynb)} by (41)= 
a{(y1 y2 ... Yn)b} by (~)=a(~Xb) for all double homothetisms a 
and b of 8. 
Consequently, by (7) all double homothetisms are related and 8 has 
one holomorph. 
(a) As a special case, suppose that 8 has a unit element e. Then, 
every element lX of 8 can be written as: lX = ~Xe or elX. By Theorem I, such 
a ring has one holomorph .. 
First we remark, that for the rings 8 with unit element e, every double 
homothetism of 8 is an inner one. 
This means, every double homothetism a of 8 is induced by an element 
f! E8. For we have for each double homothetism a of 8: a~X=a(e~X)=(ae)lX, 
~Xa=(~Xe)a=~X(ea) by (4). 
Further by (5): (ea)e=e(ae) i.e. ae=ea. 
Therefore, the double homothetism a of 8 is the same as the inner 
double homothetism of 8, induced by ae(=ea). 
But all inner double homothetisms of 8 are related by {7), as 8 is an 
associative ring, and they form the full ring D0 of inner double homo-
thetisms of 8. In this case, this is the only maximal ring of related double 
homothetisms, and so we see again, that 8 has one holomorph. 
Secondly we remark, that if 8 has only a left unit element e, such 
that lX = elX, then 8 has again one holomorph and the same holds as to 
the existence of a right unit element. only.'--
(b) Further, suppose that 8 =82, where 8 2 is the additive group 
generated by all products ~X{J(lX, fJ E 8). Then every element of 8 can be 
written as a finite sum of products of 2 elements of 8. 
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As {a( a+ p)}b = {aa + a,B}b = (aa)b + (a,B)b and 
a{ (a+ ,B)b} =a{ ab + ,Bb} =a( ab) + a(,Bb), one has only to prove that 
{a(a,B)}b = a{(a,B)b} for all double homothetisms a and b of S. As this is 
the case by Theorem 1, it follows that S has one holomorph if S ~S2 • 
Clearly for rings S with unit element, one has also S =82• 
(c) As a third case, we observe the rings S without zero-divisors. 
An element e E S acting as left multiplier on S defines an endomorphism 
of the additive group of S. For suppose a~ ea and p ~ e,B, then 
a+,B ~ e(a+,B)=ea+e,B and 0 ~ e0=0. If one let correspond the endo-
morphism, induced by the element (!, to the element (!, then, as is well-
known, the ring S is homomorphic with a ring of endomorphisms of the 
additive group of S. The last ring is a subring of the ring of all endo-
morphisms of the additive group of S. 
The correspondence is one-one if and only if the left annihilator of 
S is zero. (See [3]). The left annihilator is the set of all elements e E S, 
such that eS = 0. So, if S has no zero-divisors, the left annihilator is zero, 
and therefore the correspondence is one-one. 
But, if S has no zero divisors, and ~ is an element of S ( =1= 0), then 
we have: 
H(aa)b}= {~(aa)}b by (42 ) and {~(aa}b= {(~a)a}b by (5), 
then {(~a)a}b=(~a)(ab) by (42), finally (~a)(ab)=Ha(ab)} by (5). 
Therefore ~{(aa)b}=Ha(ab)} or H(aa)b-a(ab)}=O, which implies 
(aa)b=a(ab) and S has one holomorph. 
As follows from the proof, it is sufficient for the uniqueness of the 
holomorph of S, that S has no left zero-divisors. In the same manner 
we can prove that S has no right zero-divisors is a sufficient condition, 
that S has one holomorph. 
4. The commutativity of holomorphs 
J. SzENDREI [2] has given the condition, necessary and sufficient, 
that a ring has one commutative holomorph. (see (10)). But in general, 
the holomorphs of a ring are not commutative. So the question arises, 
under which conditions the holomorphs of a ring are commutative. 
We prove: 
Theorem 2: The necessary and sufficient condition, that the 
holomorphs of a ring S are commutative, is that each double homo-
thetism of S consi~ts of two mappings, for which the images are ide~ tical. 
Proof: Suppose, a~ aa, a~ aa is an arbitrary double homo-
thetism of S (<x E S) and a"'= !Xa. Then, it follows for two related double 
homothetisms a and b of S: 
aba = a(ba) = a(ab) = (aa)b = b(aa)= baa, i.e. ab = ba. 
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The multiplication rule in a holomorph D* o 8 of 8 gives by (9): 
(a, 1X)(b, (3) = (ab, IXb + af3 + IX{J) and (b, fJ)(a, IX)= (ba, (3a + biX + {31X) 
where a, b ED* and IX, f3 E 8. 
Therefore (a, IX}(b, f3)=(b, f3)(a, IX), as ab=ba, IXb=biX, af3=(3a and 
IX{3 = {31X, as a special case of aiX = IXa for the inner double homothetism 
of 8, induced by (3. Therefore D* o 8 is commutative for all maximal 
rings D* or all holomorphs are commutative. 
Conversely, assume that D* o 8 is commutative for all D*. 
Then: (a, 0)(0, (3) = (0, f3)(a, 0) or (0, af3) = (0, (3a) or af3 = f3a for all 
a ED* and f3 E8. 
Every double homothetism of 8 is contained in at least one D*, . so 
for every double homothetism a of 8 We have: ae = ea for all (! E 8. 
This completes the proof. 
Our condition: aiX = IXa for all double homothetisms a of 8 and IX E 8 
is contained in the condition (10) of J. SzENDREI. 
For if abiX = IXab for all a, b, then it holds also for b = e and we obtain 
aeiX=IXae or aiX=IXa for all double homothetisms a of 8. Therefore, the 
holomorph of such a ring 8, for which (10) holds, is commutative. 
As follows from the proof to Theorem 2, the commutativity of the 
holomorphs of a ring 8 implies necessarily the commutativity of 8. But 
this necessary condition is not sufficient in general. 
We can state, however, the following 
Theorem 3: If the ring 8 satisfies the condition of Theorem 1, 
then 8 is commutative is a necessary and sufficient condition that the 
holomorph of 8 is commutative. 
Proof: Suppose IX is an arbitrary element of 8 and IX=y1y2 ... y,.. 
Let a be an arbitrary double homothetism of 8. As already remarked, 
we have only to show that the condition is sufficient: i.e. aiX=IXa. 
Now: aiX=a(YIY2 ··· y,.)=(ayl)(y2 ··· y,.), 1Xa=(Y1Y2 ··· y,.)a=yl(Y2 ··· y,.a). 
But 8 is commutative, therefore (ay1)(y2 ... y,.) = (y2 ... y,.)(ay1) and 
Y1(Y2···Y,.a)=(Y2···Yna)y1. As (y2 ... y,.)(ayl)=(y2 ... y,.a)yl by (5), it 
follows, that aiX = IXa. 
Thus for (a) 8 is a ring with unit element, (b) 8 is a ring for which 
8 = 8 2 and (c) 8 is a ring without zero-divisors, the commutativity of & 
implies the commutativity of its holomorph. 
As to (a) we remark, that we have showed already (see under Theorem 1), 
that in this case, every double homothetism a of 8, is an inner one, 
induced by the element as(= ea) of 8. Therefore: aiX = a(e1X) = (ae)IX = 
=1X(as)=1X(ea)=(1Xe)a=IXa for every double homothetism a, if 8 is 
commutative. 
As to (b), we use the fact, that, if a(1X{3) = (1X{3)a for all IX, fJ E 8 and a 
an arbitrary double homothetism of 8, then this also holds for a finite 
sum of products of 2 elements of 8. Therefore if 8 is commutative and 
8=82, then the holomorph of 8 is commutative. 
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As to (c) we can give a direct proof of Theorem 3. 
For: ,x(a,x)=(<Xa),x by (5) and this implies ,x(a,x)=,x(,xa), asS is commu-
tative. But S has no zero-divisors, so ,xa = a,x for all <X E S and a an 
arbitrary double homothetism of S. So, in this case too, the commuta-
tivity of S implies the commutativity of its holomorph. 
This is in accord with REDEl ([l] Theorem 5): All holomorphs of a 
commutative ring without zero-divisors are commutative and with 
SzENDREl ([2] Theorem 4), who has sharpened this result to: If S is a 
commutative ring without zero-divisors, then S has one holomorph and 
this holomorph is commutative. 
5. The Schreier extension theory 
In his paper [l] L. REDEl gives a second definition for a double 
homothetism of a ring S. This second definition is less explicit than the 
first one, but it is easier to understand. This second definition reads: 
For an element A of a Schreier extension of S, we call the system of 
the double mapping 
(ll) e-+Ae, e-+eA (eEB) 
the double homothetism of S, induced by A. 
The ring T is said to be a Schreier extension of S, if T contains S as 
an ideal. If the element A belongs to S, then the double homothetism 
of S, induced by A, is an inner one. REDEl shows that the two definitions, 
given by (3)-(6) and (ll) respectively, are equivalent. 
With the aid of the seQond definition (11), one can give again a 
necessary and sufficient condition that the holomorphs of a ring S are 
commutative. This condition, in terms of the Schreier extension theory 
f-or rings, is equivalent to the condition of Theorem 2, which makes 
only use of the first definition (3)-(6). We prove: 
Theorem 4: A necessary and sufficient condition, that the holo-
morphs of a ringS are commutative, is that S!: O(T) for every Schreier 
extension T of S, where O(T) is the center of the ring T. 
Proof: Let T be an arbitrary Schreier extension of S. According to 
REDEl [4], T consists of all pairs (A, <X), where A belongs to an arbitrary 
ring R and <XES. In this ring T the elements (0, ,x) form an idealS', 
which is isomorphic to S under (0, ,x)-+ ,x. The pair (A, 0) induces a 
double homothetism of 8' or Of 8, as is given by (ll): 
(O, e)-+ (A, O)(O, e), (O, e)-+ (O, e)(A, 0) or 
(O, e)-+ (O, Ae), (O, e)-+ (O, eA) or 
e -+ Ae, e -+ eA where eA, Ae E 8. 
As this is a double· homothetism of 8 in the sense of the second 
definition, it is also a double homothetism of 8 in the sense of the first 
definition, as both definitions are equivalent. Therefore there exists an 
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element a', belonging to at least one maximal ring of related double 
homothetisms of s, such that Ae =a' e and eA. = ea' for all e E s. 
Let us assume now, that the holomorphs of S are commutative. By 
Theorem 3, this implies, that acx=cxa for all double homothetisms a of S 
and ex E S and in particular, that S is commutative. The multiplication 
rule in T gives [ 4]: (0, cx)(B, {3) = (0, cxB + cxfl) and (B, {3)(0, ex)= (0, Bcx +flex). 
Now let Bcx = b' ex and cxB = cxb' for all ex E S, then b' ex= cxb' implies Bcx = cxB. 
Moreover cxfl=flcx, therefore (0, cx)(B, fl)=(B, {3)(0, ex) for all (B, {3) ET 
and (0, ex) ES'. Therefore S' C.C(T) or after isomorphical imbedding: 
S C. C(T) for every Schreier extension T of S. 
Conversely, if S C. C(T) for every Schreier extension T of S, then, in 
particular S C. C(D* o S), where D* o S is a splitting Schreier extension 
of S, belonging to a maximal ring of related double homothetisms D* of S. 
Therefore: (a, 0)(0, ex)= (0, cx)(a, 0) for every double homothetism a of S 
and every exES. Or: (0, acx)=(O, cxa.) _,.. acx=cxa. By Theorem 2, this 
implies, that the holomorphs of S are commutative. This completes 
the proof. 
In his paper [5] J. SzENDREI gives some cases, in which the ring S 
is contained in the center of any of its Schreier extensions. His corollary 
to his Theorem 2 reads: If S is a commutative ring without zero-divisors, 
then S C. C(T) for any Schreier extension T of S. 
He proves also (Theorem 3): 
If Sis a commutative ring and S 2 =S, then S C. C(T) for any Schreier 
extension T of S. This Theorem 3 is a generalization of the fact, that 
if S is a commutative ring with unit element, then S C. C(T) for any 
Schreier extension T of S. 
These three cases coincide with our cases (a), (b) and (c), if the 
commutativity of S is proposed. As we have seen, (a), (b) and (c) with 
commutative S imply that S has one holomorph, which is commutative. 
By Theorem 4, then S C. C(T) for any Schreier extension T of S and so 
we get a new proof of the results of Szendrei. 
Moreover, if S satisfies the condition of Theorem 1, then by Theorem 3, 
S has one commutative holomorph, ifS is commutative. But then again 
S C. O(T) for every T by Theorem 4. This generalizes the results of 
Szendrei. 
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